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Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment
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PRIVATE SALEContemporary living at the heart of Hawthorn.  The point of entry echoes modernist architecture designed

by award winning architect Steve Domoney, encompassing a timeless display of modernism that blends seamlessly with

its natural surroundings. Craftsmanship in every detail.  As part of the NUE complex this apartment embodies the

comfort, warmth and sophistication of the finest Hawthorn apartment.The architecture is defined by its use of clean lines,

high-quality natural stone and timbers, and features include appliances specified to the highest quality from established

makers including Miele, paired with tapware by Phoenix and Franke.  Designed with functionality in mind, all appliances

are integrated to complement refinement and simplicity that defines the interior.  Very generous open plan living with

timber flooring, double glazing (throughout) and copper balustraded balcony overlooking lush and sprawling greenery.

Two well proportioned, light filled bedrooms with luxury wool carpet for added comfort.  The bathrooms, including that of

the ensuite are luxuriously equipped, replete with premium stone bath, phoenix tapware and large format tiles. 

Additionally, this unique apartment offers high concrete ceilings, luxaflex blinds, security, a discreet euro laundry, NBN

provision, hardwired smoke alarms, a secure parking space and concealed storage room.Experience a lifestyle of luxury

and livability with a collection of only nineteen residences. Take advantage of outstanding proximity to established parks

all around you.  This two bedroom architecturally designed apartment is replete with premium fixtures and furnishings. 

Proximity to Hawthorn Station, tram stops, Melbourne Girls' College, and Hawthorn West Primary School ensures a

prime lifestyle opportunity for any discerned buyer. We donate a portion of our fee from every property transaction to

the Woodards Foundation to support people experiencing homelessness, family violence and social isolation.


